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EMPIRE

Pre-equilibrium/Compcund Nuclear Model Code
for Personal Computer

Introduction

Code EMPIRE [1,2] is based on the statistical compound model and the
pre-equilibrium hybrid or multistep compound emission model. It has been
written with angular momentum conservation taken into account throughout
the Whole calculations.

It was presented at the Workshop on Applied Nuclear Theory and
Nuclear Model Calculations for Nuclear Technology Applications in the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste (15 February - 18
March 1988). It has been implemented for IBM compatible personal
computers Olivetti M-24 and M-380, using professional FORTRAN compiler
13).

1. ChanKes in the text program

Originally, EMPIRE code has been written for CDC 6600 computer on
FORTRAN IÏ programming languange. To be implemented on IBM personal
computer, the following modifications were made:

a. Input/output operators were written according to FORTRAN
Reference Manual [4].

b. Work with scratch files was re-organized in unformatted mode in
consistent way.

c. Subroutines BRE and BWR were changed making them without ENTRX
point and EOF procedure.

d. Subroutine ILOW of multicascade calculation organization was
changed for reading of gamma transitions of previous step
reaction.

2. Compiling and linking of the code was done in accordance with PROFORT
1.0 compiler manual [2], using compilers library of standard
subroutines.

3. Example of batch file

EMP /R 60000 >EMP2.LST <EMP2.INP

where EMP is an execution module of the code
EMP2.INP is input data file
EMP2.LST is output listing
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4. Examples of input/output data files used in exercises are described
in the proceedings of the Workshop and are available together with
the source file of the code on a diskette.

5. Running time of the exercises: 15-20 minutes for 16 Mhz computer.
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3&PIRE - A Program for Calculation o^ Srectra and Cress Sections

vithin the Combined Pre-c-uilibrium/Comround Nucleus !.ted el of

Nuclear Reactions

A. Marcir.kowski

Institute for Nuclear Studies, '"arsa'v, Polind

Abstract

A computer code based on the statistical compound nucleus r.o-
del and the pre-ecuilibrium hybrid model or the multi-ster com-
pound emission model is described. Annular momentum conservation
is observed throughout the whole calculation. The models, the
structure of the code and the content o* input and output are
described. The validation of the calculations by comparison - ith
experimental data for some neutron induced reactions is also
presented.

1. Nature of the physical problem

The code EMPIRE is designed for calculation of essential cha-
racteristics of a lar^e variety of nuclear reactions involving
lif~ht particles and ^amaa-rays. The program is flexible enou-h
to treat capture cross sections at energies below 1 MeV. -s v.-ell
as successive multip=rticle emission at energies of several tens
of MeV. These features enable a consistent treatment c*" all com-
petitive channels, which contribute significantly to the reac-
tion cross section, vu thin a single computer run, ind imrose
hi.̂ h constraints on the parameterization of the models involved.
This possibility h*s proved advantageous in n?.ny reaction mecha-
nism studies and evaluation applications £1,2J.

The ener<̂ y--?vera.̂ ed cross sections for reactions vlth several
emitted particles and ^amma-rays. under the assumption or se^uen
ti=l evaporation, >re evaluated according to the different v.-sys.
in -vhich a r=rticular state of a final nucleus by such a reac-
tion csn be reached, as illustrated in fi^. 1. Each ev=r->r-=t L-.-r.
ster is +-rested in the fr-ame-ork of the statistical theory o"̂
the compound nucleus (CIT). In the first stage o^ the rear.ti.cn
th- "-re-ê ui 1'.'rriuTp. emission of neutrons and protons is calcula-
ted, i.e. the multiple rre-souilibrium decay, eimult?.nenus or
sequential and the emission o* complex particles are disregarded.
The ma It inarticle rre-equilibrium decay «rrears to pl-;y some
role at projectile energies approachin™ 50 "eV and becomes ir.-
creasin^ly significant at higher excitations Ç3J. The rre-erui-
librium decay dominates the alpha-partiele emission for heavy
nuclei, v.-here this channel is rather unsi^nificant because of
the Coulomb b?rrier effects. Nevertheless these omissions put
natural limitations on the applicability of the calculations,
.-.nother constraint is imposed by omission of the Mission channel,
which limits the applicability o** the code to nonfiseior.îîble nu-
clei.

The parity 3-nd an.7al~r momentum conservation °re observed
throughout the entire calculations. Tc this end ar.^ul^r -?--tr.er.tum



considerlions have been incorporated ir.to the geometry depen-
dent hyhrii ("DHJ model C4J, describing the emission of nucl
prior to the equilibration of the excited nucleus. This model
has been choc-sen for calculation of the a priori pre-eruilibrium
cross sections, for it provides a better description of the rhy-
sic8!! process, i.e. a higher probability of peripheral collisions
to undergo we-eruiiibrium decay than for central collisions. It
offers also the attractive possibility of avoiding the use o'
free parameters by assuming the option for evaluation of the nuc-
léon mean free rath in the nucleus from the absorptive ir.«?-;ir.--»*y
optical potential.

Another ortion in the newest version of HKPIRE is the calcu-
lation of the pre-erîuilibrium emission yields for nucléons,
auantum-mechanically, .^ceordinr; to the theory^of Fe shbach.
Kerman and Koonin C53 for the multi-step compound (XSC) decay.
The Î.TSC emission accounts for that portion of the rre-e^uilib-
rium emission, -vhich is due to the decay of bound-particle con-
figurations forming the chain o* door-vay states developing to-
wards increasing complexity. It is responsible forthe syn^etric
portion of the an-^ular distribution only and thus does not ex-
haust the full pre-ecuilibrium cross section, but in some situ-
ations it may play the dominant role £61.

The decay of the compound nucleus is treated either in terms
of the HRTW theory £?,8J. which redefines all the inelastic
channels in order to.account ^or the '-vidth fluctuations caused
by the correlation of the incident and outptoins; waves in the:
elastic channel, or in terms of the standard Hauser-Feshbsch
theory, ^t higher energies, where many open channels cause the
effect of the '.vidth fluctuation to cancel. The former theory !.f
of particular importance for calculation of the first chance
f-amma-rays at low neutron energies, close to the inelastic chan-
nel threshold.

The calculated a priori pre-eruilibrium cross sections are
used to rescale the magnitude of the compound nucleus cross
sections so as to satisfy the normalization of their incoherent
sum to the optical model reaction cross section.

The EKPIRE program is specially well suited for calculation
of:

- activation cross sections.
- isoneric cross sections,
- production cross sections for fçatnma-rays accompanying the
decay of low excited levels,

- enerpy spectra for emitted cartxles and £amma~rays.
The firet three types of data are available, from the output,
for final nuclei of each sta^e in the tnulti-p^ticle émission.
In addition the ener;̂ y->spin distributions O^ population of
states for the intermediate nuclei, for both parities, are .̂ i-
ven at each sta^e. Similarly the ener-̂ y spectra of the reaction
products in all assumed competing channels are .riven at the end
for each sta?e.

The EMPIRE code has been published C93 and made available via
the C.P.C. Program Library of the ^ueens University of Belfast.
Since then it has been validated in m^ny calculations of fist
neutron cross section for structural materials, as -well as for



li.-hter and heavy nuclei. The cede has been included also in the
Ir.ternation-il Nuclear Kodel Codu Interccmpariscn, for Spherical
Optical and Statistical Kodel Study, carried out by the' lîE- Data
Bank under the auspices of the I-.E4. The results of intercemp-=-
rison tnve been v;faely discussed in ref. £103. In fir*. 2 one o^
the comparisons is shown.

The folio.-ing charters contain the detailed description of
the models and -̂ orm-jiism employed in proceeding of the code, the
methods o*" solutions and the structure o^ the code, the restric-
tions on the complexity o* the problem imposed by the practicity
of the digital calculations and eventually the comparison of
calculations ith experimental data is presented.

2. Models and formulation applied in the EI.TPIRE code

2.1 Formation .̂nd decay of the compound nucleus

2.1.1 The Hauser-Feshbach formula for compound nucleus cross
section

The pheScfto^ical reaction cross section for a projectile ".-ith
i v/avelength o^ the relative motion 3a. is usually written in
terms o^ the partial "vave transmission coefficients Xt o* the
optical model potential barrier

It coincides -ith the cross section 'or the formation o^ the
CJ! in the limit of no pre-enuilibrium emission. In case v.-hen the
probability o^ particle emission "Ptfe) prior to the forr.ati?n o^
the CN is nonne^li^ible the cross section for the formation of
the Cîv reads.

-•here E
ener.̂ y c

is the excitation energy o** the CN and Bx is the_ binding
^ f the ejectile. Assuming the channel srin "S^S^+Sq. vith

sT, sa beir.f; the spins o-f" the target nucleus and of the pro^'ec-
tile.J^and considering the formation o-f a Cïï state with definite
spin I=5+"î and parity JT requires replacement of the sum-nation
over the orbital ar.̂ ul'.r momentum 1 by a triple sum indicating
the coupling of appropriate anrul-r momenta

In v:ritin~ O ) use -.vas made o* the relation

iffif
l*is -

ff
and the usual notation ^I=(2I+1)/C?S3+1)C2ST+1,) for the statis-
tical v.'eî htin̂  f=ctor "vas adopted.

The optical model c^fe^s the possibility to calculate the
j-dependent tr-ansxission^c^e^'icient^s JV^ u s e o f ''/hich lead?
to a cnurlin- scheme J=3=l-«-Eo and T=sJ.+"5̂ , reducing the eurar-.--
tion ove-- S and 1 to



Z. L
c (4)

The resulting cross section is no

1 i
•vith R beir.- the reduction factor in sauare brackets of eq.(2),
which accounts for the loss of flux due to rre-equilibrium ( VZ)
emission.

The decay of the CIT is calculated according to the fhueer-
Feshbach formula, .vhich f3ctorizes into the formation cross sec-
tion ?nd the emission probability for an ejectile b

leaving the residual nucleus vith sn excitation energy Ub in a
stgte of spin Iv, ̂ nd rarity IWv,. The dec°.y width r\ is governed
by the densities o? levels. v;hlch undergo the dec^y f(U.I.Tr) ~:nd
of those accessible, sfter e"niseion. in the residual nucleus
f (Ub, Ib.

The cross section thus reads.

v.-here the sunn^tion, in the denominator, over all competing
n^rticles c bein^ emitted assures rrorer normalization of the
decay rroba

Z-u I
The rarity selection rules are implicitely imposed on all the
summations in et̂ s. (3) to (7a), as indicated .by the index T .
The reduction factor R is 1 or j dependent in accordance -vith
the adonted ?K emission model.

2.1.1 The width fluctuation effects at low neutron energies

The factorization of the CN cross section, in terms cf the
optical model transmission coefficients, as given by the Hauser
Peshbach formula (7), is s çood assumption when many channels
are open. The factorization breaks ho- ever, thus violating the
Eohr, s hyrothesis, -iE a result of width fluctuation, at low
energies hen only fe'.v strongly and weakly absorbing channels
are mixed. Thie case is of particular interest in atrlied -.vork
involving neutron capture or lov/ energy neutron scattering.
?ven in z'r.is case the factorization of the cross section can be



reestablished by introducing the channel correction factors,
••hich result in redefinition .of the effective partial wave
transmission coefficients Vgh in the inelastic channels and the
appearance of the enhancement factor W1^ in the elastic channell
E?3- In the framework of the HRTV theory C0J the CK crass sec-
tion fsctorizes in a way similar to eq. C7),

I+Ih

with xvc=z2£? (7c)

The measure of the lack of unitarity of the average S-nntrix,
= 1 -|<Saa>j3=:2!^l<Sav)>i2, provides the relation between the op-
cal model transmission f f i i t d ^ftical

p
coefficients and

* ye (G)

The elastic enhancement factor W£ varies betv/een 2 and 3 for
strong 2nd weak absorption, respectively,. It has been also rela-
ted to the transmission coefficients tj* by generating numeri-
cally the statistical S-m=trix Cl 13,

(3)

cT "" c c - -£-
For a given elastic enhancement factor ^At*' ec..(°) c%n be sol-
ved by" iteration. Making use of the fact that V^(^:ycJ'jSi'r*

l/£'r)''
the first step iteration gives for MJ* * * c

(-•)

Already li)V approaches the exact solution of eq. (B), v.-hen the
number of open channels does exceed 20. If not we folio-.? up to

C 2)

One can see from eq. C ) that for a lar.»e number of open chan-
nels even in the case of strong absorption CT^xn.±') Tj£*5£
•and the H-suser-Feshbach formula holds . c



2.1.3 -he level densities

The level density «(U.I.TT) = i<?CU,I) is- calculated according
the two-component formula by Cameron 3nd Gilbert D2l. In th

region of hi^h excitations the model predicts
to the

C 3)

"•ith the level density parameter CL and the pairing energy shift
A - At excitation energies lov/er than the matching point Ux a
constant temperature T approximation is assumed

(U)

ree parameters rela-
t th

where Up and the nuclear temperature T ar p
ted to the observed discrete levels. The recuirement that the
two formulae provide level densities, which are tangent at the
matching energy Ux lesds to the relations

T

C 5)

C16)

Once CL .and one of the parameters Uo,T1Ux are defined the remai-
ning t.vo parameters are calculated from eqs. <î5) and C'*6>. Iv:o
options for choosing the spin cut-off parameterfi2 g re available
in EMPIRE. The Fermi sss model predicts

v/here k\2/3 =<n^> is an average taken over angular moment urn
projections rr. of single particle states in the vicinity cf the
Ferx.i energy. The value of the constant k has been evaluated
by Csmeron and filbert to be 0.14c. .vhile 0.24 'vas suggested cy
Reffo C131- Alternative is the rir;id-body formula

I.SO5 ~A)/c£ .
In the lov; energy ranr;e, belo.v x p
iE linearly interpolated between the value
the N > 5 kno-n excited levels with spins I
ded), N

f

Ux, the spin cut-off nrsreter
th l 6 l t ^3^, calculated

ground state exclu-

pçiven by the maximum likelihood method, and the value of
eos. Ol"> or CrO

(20)



where Ucut is the energy of the highest kno- n level. At excita-
tion energies lower than Ucu-j; the discrete levels are counted

4 si Lu J
The parameterization of the above given formulae may be found in
the original psper of Cameron and Gilbert Cl 23 or in the exten-
sive elaboration by Reffo C33» To allow the use of other models
the program sccerts also numerical level densities put in pcint-
by-point for spin sequences from 1/2 to 59/2 or from 0 to 29 at
twenty excitation energies 3, 6, 9,... 60 MeV. Level densities
for particular nuclei should be pieced in order, in which they
appear in the main input.

2.^.4 Partial wave transmission coefficients for particles
and transmission coefficients for gammi-rays

The j-derer.dent transmission coefficients for particles used
throughout the calculations are computed from a spherical opti-
cal model (O?.î)by means of the subroutine SCAT C143. A potential
well is generated from the input parameters and the radial
SchrSdin^er equation is solved for partial waves by numerical
integration outwards the orti-ial rotential is negligible. It
this roint the radial wave function for each partial wave,
being solution . is joint to its asymptotic value , usin,~ loga-
rithmic derivative. This yields the phase shifts $H or more pre-
cisely the average scattering matrix C S 1 ^ = exp 2\5"\-\, which
defines the transmission coefficients °

' - (22;

There are several potential -.veil forms available in the rrograr.,
which cover the range of those currently of interest. The gene-
ral parameterization is of the following form

(23)

•.vhere f(v T1) =£* + exp^r-r^A'' JJ/^IJ i s the Woods-£=xor. f:rm
fsctor.
The surface, absorptive term with well depth W3 is sometimes as-
sumed to have the î-.ussian share f(r , r§)= exp-C(r-rsA '^)/r .£ j 2 .
The existing fflobsl p= ras te r iza t ions of the 0Î." use potential
"•ells, which depend on the rrojecti le ener.gy in many "ways. The
EFIRE code offers three most com-r.on options

V1 = V1(I),

V, = V1(I) + V. (2) InEo,

V1 = V 1 O) + V. (2)E- + V.( J) sf ^nd (24)

•'i -
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V1 = V1CO + 'Y1 (2) InE3,

Wi = 'ViCD + WiC2) E- + V.'i(3;s| .

In addition sorr.e cf the mostly used global Cl! potentials, n--r.ely
the ones rerorted by Moldauer £153, BjSrklund and Pernbach CcI,
Becchetti and .lreenless T17jand Ti !more and Hodgson ClS], fo"
neutrons, BjfJrklund and Fernbach C16J, Becchetti and "ïreenless
DTJ, for protons and !.!cF̂ dden and S-itchler DSÛfcr alpha partic-
les are included as separate options. Both the individual and/or
the global OK potentials can be aprlied in defined energy inter-
vals. Different potentials in different enerĵ y regions v/ith
practically unlimited number of energy regions.

The transmission coefficients for gam-a-rays are calculated
•̂rorr. the radiative strength functions

in -îccordance v;it'n the knovn derinition

'dare DT denotes the spacing of levels 'vith spin
for electric S or, magnetic ?' transition of multipcDlarity 1.

The "eiEskopf sin.^le-p-irticle model C2OJ prescribes the
strength functions for electric transitions of Tiultipola^ity 1

and for magnetic transitions

(27)

(2-0
where R.M. Dn -r.d e are the nuclear radius, the mass of a rrctrn,
the sp?.cin~ between low lyin-s levels ~0.5 IvTeV ̂ nd the char.-e
of the electron, respectively. Aesumint R=") .25A1/3fm results In
folio in.?- transmission coefficients for

Tj-ZI = 2.71'10"6A2/3 Ep ,

T L M = 7.-0-10-7 2*3 .

T'tS? = 3.54-1O-12A4/-
It
tr?
by
by
ord
exr
ave

in .KeV.

is known that the Einrçle-p?.rticle T.odel overestirs-tes the
nsition strengths in comparison with experimental dat= ever,
three orders of m^nitude, therefore e/rs.(29) c~n be scaled
nultirlic^tive factors CE1, CÎ I and CE2, respectively, in
er to brin^ the theoretical estimates into agreement '.-.'ith
érigent?,! radiative strenths. Conp;rison with results of
r=»̂ e neutron resonance carture experiments [21] yields
=0.01. c:*1=0.1 and CE2=O.1 'or continuum transitions. For



transitions between Io • lying states the values CEi=D.O1,
C?.!1=0.1 and CS2=3O -ere obtained from spectroscopic studies.

The main contribution to the electric dipol transitons
co^es ho-vever from the decay o*" the ^iant dipole reeomnce ( ID?.)
3tates. The strength o r the ODR can be evaluated from the rho-
toabsorption cross section C22J

i^r (30)

O1)

and substituting C31) into i JO) gnd the resulting strength 'un-
ction into (26) one obtains

».ssumin:; the Lorentzinn shape for the GDR ,

•.«.•here ̂  (in tnb), P^ ?.nd £^ ^re the reak cross section, the
••v\dth =nd the energy o-f the srlitted ^i^.nt dipole resonance.
The code allovs a superrosition o^ the ^DR and the sinr,le-p?r-
t i d e contributions

= Cf-TE)T" +TE
— G-DR.

33

In case v;hen the rar^mete^s O^ the GDR for a particular nucleus
^re lackin.- i single humped resonance of Lorentzian sh^pe with

can

g
^lob^l r?raceter$ is assumed: ^i=3S5ZCi.-Z)/ATi. P)=O. 22i,
Ei=47.9 A -V.£-v-'m single humped K1 and E2 tçiant resonances
also be included into the calculation.

For radiative channels the summations in eqs. (T) to (7c)
over the particle angular momentum j x are properly replaced by
sums over the final states spins 11-1U \,y^' I-i-lj and the tran-
sition tnulti polarities 1.

2.2 Pre-eçuilibrium emission

2.2.1 The geometry dependent hybrid model

E-rly compirisons between experimental results, exciton mo-
del calculations and ir.tra-nuclear cascade calculations indica-
ted that the exciton model ^ave too fev/ rre-eouilibrium p-.rtic-
les and that these were too es^t in spectral distribution. The
comparison indicated that the exciton model deficiency resulted
fro?, a failure to properly describe the enhanced emission from
nuclear Eurface. The first order correction to this deficiency
"?.s provided by the fseometry dependent hybrid model C233("îDH) ,
v/hich assumes that the reaction proceeds in spherical shell-
shared regions o^ thickness Xa. and radius determined by the
projectile imp-ct parameter. In this way the diffuse surface
properties are sampled by the higher impact parameters.

The differential emission srectrura is ?;ivçn in the IDH



(34)

The usual assumption that the composite system develops to aris
equilibrium via a sequence of states of icreasing complexity
classified with the number of excited particles p and holes h,
both referred as the excitons n=p+hf underlies the physical pic-
ture cf the emission process. The initial state with n0 excitons
is formed as a result of interaction of the incoming particle
with one of the target nucléons. The chain of the two-body inte-
ractions ends at the average exciton number characterising the
equilibrium state E=|T2g2. At each stage of the equilibration
process the emission probability of neutrons x=v or protons X=TT
ith energy S- to &+d£ is calculated

Here p£ is the fraction of the n excitons that are nucleonE of
tyre x, <*>^.(U^,B) is the density of n exciton states, such th^t the
nucléon if emitted, would have channel energy £. and leave the
residual nucleus at excitation energy U=E-Ex-C , v.-here Bx stands
for the binding energy of particle x, COn(E) is the Sricson's
density of states C24J, involving n excitons, gx is the single-
particle state density for nucléons x.^fiE) is the emission rate
into the continuum, o^ a particle of channel energy £,£+(€) is
the intranuclear transition rate. The so-called depletion fic-
tor Dn represents the population surviving the rarticle emission
from previous stages. The subscript 1 is introduced in the geo-
metry dependent model to rtnrk that all magnitudes entering the
square brackets, but p» détend on the entrance channel orbital
angular momentum.

The fraction of the initial population, which has survived
to 2 n-exciton cofigur=tion rmy be written

in.

(36)

The "-DK model employs the Fermi density d is t r ibu t ion function

d(R) 4J
'.vith » charge radius C="! .07 A1/^fm and ds taken from electron
scattering results C25Jf. for evaluating either the maximum or
=n -îverage density along the projectile trajectory in the nucle-
us

,**

0UCa)(I*/** , .vhere Rs=C+5 0.55 fa. W )
(21) and (35) ?re used to define the geometry derensent

nuclear density \rA Fermi energy Sp according to the ir.r:ct



arazeter 3]_= for each incomin/; partial vave

«-e

The Fermi energy has been taken 40 MeV for saturation density
and \vas predicted, by the Perr.i gas model, to vary as the ave-
rage density to the two-third po'.ver. The value of ErCH^) ?t
each 1 is used for determining the single-particle level densi-

Now all the terms entering the snuare brackets in formul*
(35) can be formulated. The second bracket contains the proba-
bility of particle emission. The emission rate into the conti-
nuum is expressed via the inverse reaction cross section

and the intranuclear transition rate is related to the mean
free path (KFP.) of the particle having velocity v,X/£)= v/Y.?p.
The IvIFP can be evaluated either fromthe imaginary optical po-
tential W C233.

C43,

or froT, the average nucléon scattering cross section & in
nuclear matter of density d

-X
(433)

In the forr.er case avera/̂ inp; a Ion?; the trajectory cf the par-
ticle results in

5=,...

r... and sw bein.s; the radius ar.d the diffusivity of the iasgiri'-ry
ortical potential, -nd

\l rr, - <W(Rj)> r 4 3 c )
S-^(Z)- — ^ • W-30J

In the latter case one obtains

The first of the brackets in formula C35) defines the fraction
of the n=p+h exciter, ccn^i^urations having one of the p-partic
les in thé continuas, it channel energy £. to £, -t d£.. The



1-deper.ient state densities enterin; this probability /ill he
discussed ir» the following. The p£ parameter determines the
number of nucléons o? «Uven kind /. in the n-exciton hierarchy
For the initial configuration •• ith nQ eeual 3 this is

and pp*Z~p% for neutron projectile.

fr* (ZZ +6N) -n3 P«sZ~n> for Tsroton projectile.

Formulae (44) were obtained by assuming the free scattering cross
section for unlike nucléons ô«p to be three times the cross
section for like nucléons <Snr^ ê)»p and by "'eighin*; the resultin~
configuration by the numbers Df neutrons N ^nd protons Z in the
target 11263.

3y exrloitinp; the naive dependence of the terms entering the
emission probability expression O5"), on the orbital angul--.r
momentum, in the entrance channel, one can nor- develor. a cross
section 'ormulî for the population of a final level v.-ith erin I x
and parity TTx. in the ^inal nucleus after emission. Starting
from the expression O O and observing the conservation of the
an^ul^r momentum throughout the formation and decay of the com-
posite system one arrives at

(45)

Here, =s in e'-,s. C7> and C7b), the r.srity selection rules are
imposed ir.plicitely as indicated by the subscript 3T. The cour-
ling schemes for the sn-^ular moments are the same 1 ŝ in sos.
C3> and £4). It should be em?hi;size:5 that unlike in er-s. t^>
and C7by the spectral distributions of emitted nucléons, i.e.
elso the number o^ nucléons emitted with channel enerpy £. to
€. + el£.. is determined a rriori by formula C34} and the tern
in eruare brackets in C45) defines only the srin distribution
of levels in the residual nucleus, hich are ropulated in the
corresponding excitation enerny interval Ux to O^+cAUx .

The geometrical considerations based on the impact rarsme-
ter imply the use of the 1 dependent transmission coefficients
for calculation of the conposite nucleus formation cross sec-
tion in ( 45)• Hence it is convenient to resort to the relation

JL-H.
JLC +i.



?.2.2 Sxciton-it'ite densities in the GDH model

It his beet: concluded Î43. th-̂ t only ror the initial conri
duration, nc = 3- must the surface diffuseness be taken intn ac-
count, in tfie densities of states ĉ,.*, , because only then o?.n
•an exciton accuire enough energy to sense the bottom cr the po-
tential -veil. This led to the combinatorial formulae

«d

for both U and E> S7Ca1) . Orirjimlly the IDH model "'as forrjul*?-
ted in terms of exciton" energy partition functions, hich hov-
ever are equivalent to the densities of exciton states.

The st̂ .te densities for configurations involving
exciton numbers are calculated frorr. the Sricson formul=. C 243»

The p-rticle-hole level densities §-n-A(*A,Xil̂ )*̂ frt'4ft/*,Ix)
appearing in the ŝ u-̂ re brackets or (45), s.re assumes to -"acto-
rize into the ener^; derendent state density and the srin dis-
tribution p*rt

af*W)*H(I)-*>#MJjjt%[ «4- . W
The
shel

the
75I2

n h^
fact
clei

srin cut-o^^ r^rameter ^ n 'v-s derived froni combinât or ill
l r:odel cglcul^tions h.v Re^fo ^nd Herman T273 in ^ form:
= 0.281.-'^n. SiT.il̂ r calculation provides the energy of

yr̂ îjt st'îte as s ^unction ~>? its srin: UVT.aS+ =
/-.4/3(n-V2) D-'eVj. This relation ^llo-s to exclude the no
region ^rom the calculations. In practical computations

s been kert constant, e'-u'îl to CnQ-\)« "-hich reflect the
that the level densities are evaluated in the residual nu
after emission op the first chance nucléon.

2.2.3 The multi-ster comround enissi?n

The "uantuT.-Tiech'nical statistical theory for PE emission
-?s formulated by Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin f2.cJ (FKK). These
authors introduced t>%/o parallel PE reaction types. The first,
referred to as multi-step compound CKSC) reaction, describes
the flo.v of flux through a series of doorway states of increa-
sing complexity, each of then containing only bound nucléons.
The "!'SC mechanisT. gives rise tc symmetric angular distribu-
tions of reaction products. The other, involving door.vay states
containing at least one rarticle in the continuum of states,
v.'hich retains the memory o** the incident channel, thus lead in-
to forvard peaked angular distributions, is called the multi-
step direct reaction (I.ÎSD). The MSC formalism is incorporated
into the SÎ5PIP.E code as an ortion for FE calculation.

The an^le-inteçrated cross section farmulw derived in the
fraaevork o^ the FKI' theory is similar to the ones kr.ovn froz
the serricl^seical models. The probability of formation of the
composite system is ftiven by the strength function for the for-
mation of the first door-ay state: 23^(2JrP;/D-i). The probabi-



It

Wty of v*eachiri-' the ?v •—st-^e ^o
Ssrletior. fîctov -^ e- . f 3C>) i s .

r*1'."5.;* s tate ( e^uivi1 e:.i to 4-ht

',r.5 the.-rot^tvil i ty of emission ' "OB the Ii *-st=«je is Tpj
••ith Py bein-: the eT.iss:.^n v.-iath. Besrin^ in sin-1? th-:t"i s e s r ^ s i
P1: -^1JB n> i s the srrea iin- -vidth a.r.-J Pc = PT*+P-*, the "r^'
f*"1;he thrë'e rrob-.tilities ca,n be ""ev.-ritt'er: in the ^ollc.vin"

v.'iy
MSC

The fully equilibrate:: C" r-stsrce is excluded *-"C5 th
EUT. "5r.5 the secor.i sur. reflects the ̂=Ct th"=t the erii
the :!-r-~stv-;e bour.n state (eTibe'iê  in the continuum)
indirectly viz the continuum states involved in the 7.
These continuum states can be reiche-5 in three différ
^71=1^,0 c^lle- exit modes. The sumption over
r?:ition over the rossible exit rr.ô es.

In o^der to*compute the crosE section *o^
fir.-l st=îte -.vith energy Uv,. spin !•$ -ni nrîty
emitted r^rticle. one h'ss'̂ to include the in^ul
sider^tior. ir.tc (??)

* * A ^ - •> •««*>

is

p

r"morie
be
nt

ir.
UT.

*02e ss
-".we,

r the

^?st .— -21Tl
T-I

transmission coefficients

The reduction •n?ctnr R t^.kes into -->r«cour.t the IOFS or ^lux -"uç
to ^!"«ct. î.nd "SD processes, ""hile m theoret ical estiTiHtss of
K re av^i I e nl«» i t i s evgiu.itei *>*cr; experimental cl'it= as a r«-
t-J1" "-** the symét r ie sortions 0^ the -=.nc;ul r dis t r ibut ions ">'



al l reaction products to the reaction cross section I23J. For a
different -arrçonch see r e ' . £30l. „ ,T M

The term p£ is the same as C445, Px' * "x/C^v + "3r). ' i \ r - Cx"
nç the numcer ofvnucleons o~? stiver, kind excited above the

Fermi level. Here is calculated from s recursive formula

In c<?se o" incident neutrons the initial conditions are ~^= O
and P^= 1 and conversely for incident protons»

2.2^4 The rarticle-hole level densities and the transition

widths in V.SC reactions

The level densities arrearing in eqs. C51> and C52) are rsr-
ticle-hole densities, which factorize with respect to the exci-
tation energy U ̂ nd level spin I ̂ s £iven by <48>. Ko.vever the
state iensity 1Op1H. no1" used has to contain only corîfi~uratio-:i
having =11 particles bound. Such state densities have beer, de-
rived algebraically vith neglect of the Pauli exclusion rrin-
ciple and the finite well depth effect C3^D and later with ac-
count for these effects £323. The former are used in the code
SKPIRE.

They h?.ve been obtained from a general ^ormul=; for p-p^rtic-
les above the Ferrri energy and h-holes belov/ it, with total ex-
citation energy E,

CO»

= :?,(EF - E) -ndv/Ith p'<r. h*<h.MjJ(E)= -fa * E).6fe/£)= :?,(EF - E) -nd g(Z) beir-
the sir.^le-p r t ic le state density.

Equation ( 55Î yields the -.-.ell kno.'r. Ericson forrral- for the
equidistant srscin.^s gCC)= g of the sin-'le-particle level?. The
recuire^er.t ô  having =11 r = r t icles bound, imposed by 1,'.ZZ, c-v.
be forr.ul=ted as to.1o(e)= g or O fo r£*B or E> 3, respectively
The state densities calculate, —ith the above --e str ict ic i \>?
Star-kie-'icz et a l . T3"3 are labeled by the binding er-sr.-ry 3.



*&&>•

OLrV)L /> £ *t-

The assumed erer:y-ansul->r TiOT.er.tuni factorization o* the
ticle-hole level density £4::> implies 2 sir.ilir factorizatio
cf 3ll vinths involved in the I-.ISC rrocess. The emission widtr
then readc

Cr)

The r.'.?C theory uses the subscript !T for narking the sta^e in the
interaction chain, ^rox which the er.issisn takes pl^ce . The '-~-
bi.-uity -et-.veen If \nd the number of excitons n, vhich rr̂ 'its the
r"irticlr--ĥ l€ level -rensity, c~n be removed by "ii opt in-̂  the cz-
citon re rrc sent = ti on for the r-=rti tier: of the doorv:=;.? et at es.
Ir. this case n=r+h=2M4 *. This relationship will however r.r-t he
upes. since as we -ill see belov; the densities of states ?.fce£-
S'"cle in the r-sssihle exit -!cdes derend only on the number of
excitons, ".Vhich iT^edi^tcly --?rticip~.te in the interaction. The
rensini::^ core excitons or observers do not count.

The Y functions in eç. C5~) contain ill the U derenience nri-
în~tin.-j ir. the fiml state level density, v.-hi Ie the furctior.s
M cor.t-in the <ar.cul?r nomentua structure embodied in the residu-
al interaction force of £~-tvre and the assumed srin dist ri":*.:J. ' -r.
-f tl:t single-particle levels gHiCiP C2-J, -.vith R1CI)

+^kCn fro?.
C) *C)

"Ve now evaluate the -'TT('J) function, which is the density o"
states accessible in the'rossi'ole exit nodes V = TItI. ~.

For V = M. particle emission, without change in the ni~ber o
rarticles and holes, c?.n tike rl^ce if 3 rïrticle collides rvith
sr.other re.rticle or -vith -a hole, snd is scattered into the con-»
tiru-T. The rî ticle-r̂ .T'ticlr; collision csn t'-îke rl-ce ir.
CVS)^Cr-1) -vavs. so thst

"here =&Çl). the rrctatili ty th*.t after seriration ©* the ir.-
ter = fltir^ n>r*icîe *"~ir the rerrsaînin.:1; nucléons have an excita-
tion ener.-̂ y not :re?.ter than U, correspondingly to the ener-y
r-f the emitted particle fron 0 to E-3-U. can be exrresser5 as the
-ît io ^ the density 0** states w«.th Cr-2> re t i c l e s ?.r.5 h holes
and .-'ith excitation energy less cr e'iual U. to the density 'or
7 r-'-Tticles and h h"les at excitation Z

é-p(f»t



Similarly the r^rt icle-hole collision cm take rlace ÎÏ; rh
sa that

The sum of both
provides

„¥*} snd r>,vj| after conducting the

-2B) -**2>

-ith Qd = 1 for 2«2B+TJ. (̂ = 1 for E>2B ind both e-iusl O else-
v;here .

For V= TT+1. = r^rticle undergoes scattering .vith the SITU
t-neous crestion of - rirticle-hole pair or a hole scatters
with creation, ô  •=•. r^rticle-hole pair, the r-article of "vhich
is emitted. The first case does not contribute to emission be
cause 3 rerticle occuryinr- the bound orbital ĉ n only loose
enê î y in such interaction. It contributes however to the dar.
pin«; -.vi3th with no pirticle emission. The corresponding Yg+

functions =re rroduct9 ô  the number of ways of chooein- 'the
interactin.T r e t i c l e or hole from the r>+h excitons, the densi
ty O-T state? accessible to the created rarticle -hole c^ir,
the probability th"?t the noninteractin». core excitons h-.ve
exactly the enerny U-t, where t is the partiele-hole p^ir ene
gy. The latter rrob-sbility is

Integrating over the erfr.̂ y o* the particle-hole n i r t »

u

O
CM)

The density o^ states available to the created p=rticle-hole
pair is CO.?(t) =r;2»minCt,B) and for the pair c* holes rerra



in the system Conducting xhe ir.te-ration in

1 N i j <65)

After adding <63) and (64) and integrating within the limits
E-B *=n.d E. which do not allov the interacting p-irticles to escape
one obtains the damping with.

£65)

-ith V. equal 1 for Z > 3 ?nd 0 for
In thé ̂  = IT-"! case, a particle is emitted with simultaneous

annihilation
leads to

a rarticle-hole cair. A similar consideration

The sn^ulsr r.onentum structure o^ the Xv^ ̂ function is ob-
tained by evaluation o* the transition matrix element. The con-
tributing ter~s come from the initial and final wave functions,
the interaction potential and the spin derendence of the level
density. The matrix element for sn antisymmetric tv;o-p:rticle
v/3ve function, of the delta interaction potential
7(r*i.r?)= V0(^jTT\^6(T^ -

 1 ^ ) * h » s been derived by Star.kie.vics
ar.d Mircinkovski £333 •

for J£+13*GL and jl̂ *-jt, + GL even or 0 otherwise. Here ÛC i
the shaee factor (-Xyf**-5+*****+^*-^** and the radial
overlar inte.̂ rr-1 reads.

Col)



The indexing of the -uar.tur. numbers ( ̂ain-n, orbital-^ ^rA
total an=;ul^r momentum-;)) of the interacting excitons is cl«
fieô in fi?;.3. F^r conveniency j>.=l r:iiû IT3=S is use- beneath.

Ti
Fi.";. 3 The diagram describing the angular momentum

coupling in particle-particle scattering
relevant for the X>ï function

a
In computing the X«, ' functions only the snuare of the par-

ticle-particle xatrix" element is used, since partiele-hole dis-
tincuishability -vss treated in counting for the Y functions. To
find X the square of the matrix element has to be averaged over
initial configurations, surmed over final states and multirlied
by 2r. Thus for V = K

"NI

or

*wwç$$;.
with

The first sum ir: en,,ClO') -.vith the ;vei=îhtin̂  factors a s . î
proper an.-ul-sr moT.entua structure of the initial configuration
stands ^or averagin?; over the initial states. Together with

ver=-



2©

snd

cy

rith 2i(ïsl) erual 1 fo
Event u". H y

and 0 otherwise

' J r ^

-,-here z: r: ̂
For di3p;rgr:s rep^esentin;: the gn̂ ul-.r momentum couplin.- "̂ :-
the v = IJi-I exit r.odes the reader is referred to ref. 121.
The'total -vidth calculated according to ec.C52) contains î SUT
of the X-functions ever Ia=s. this can be conveniently done >-y
usin^ the coxpleteness relation for the 6-j 'snd 3-j coefficients
[2"3. Ir. the li.~ht of the ar'-.roximrîtior.s done it is pDtsible to
evaluate the scale of the cverlar integrals assuxinr; ̂ H the
radial V-=Ve functions as constant inside the nuclear volar.e .
this yields.

nnd

used in the ZIv!FIRa code.



3. Structure o* the rro;rr?r.

The code 2T.TPIH2 is nr~anized as shnv/n in fi-̂ . 4. At the ve~y
be^innin^; the tables of j -dependent rartial -vave transmission
coefficients are calculated ?'ith use'of the SCAT C14J subroutine
and level densities are calculated for all channels and the co-1-
respondin:; nuclei under consideration on the first chance emis-
sion eta.Fte of the reaction 11=1. The continuum levels in each
nucleus are discretized into energy bins of width A U , each of
them contninin.-T ^CU. 1,JT)AU levels pl~ced in the centre of the
bin. In the first sta~e the FE emission o-f protons and neutror9
is allowed.

If the PS ortion is selected. HYBR=I or KYBR> 1, spectra ^
emitted nucléons are calculated with the use o^ the HYBRID C 43
or the MSC subroutines, respectively. The rorulations of levels
both discrete and in the continuum ?re calculated from ^or-ulee
(45) or (54) *or the residual nuclei after neutron ?nd rroton
emission. The rorulitiens of the continuum states are recorded
on the local files ascribed to the two residual nuclei involved.
The factor R^ {see description of ei. (.5)) are computed ?.r.d sto-
red to be used in normalization of the equilibrium calculation
(see er. CT)).

The population of levels, continuum and discrete, of the CÏT.
resulting from the projectile capture, as well as these resul-
ting from the decay of the CN into theassumed channels are cal-
culated according to formuli (7}. The partial cross sections for
the particle emission are labelled by the enerf̂ y bin. the spin
and the parity of the populated level and stored on local files.
The PS nucléon cross sections labelled accordingly beinp; added.
The radiative transitions between and from the energy bins in
the continuum, and optionally between the discrete levels are
calculated in competition with the energetically allowed emission
of particles» thus crovidin,^ the populations of the continuum
and discrete levels of the ClJ. These calculations result in the
cross sections for Piam-na-ray production and population 0* dis-
crete levels, e.r-. isomeric states in the Cïf. In addition tr> the
"full "snna cascade" mode, "ST=O, described above three other
options are available, v;hich reduce the CPU time recuired. The
first one storE the gamma-ray cascade at the particle bind in.-
energy level. "Vithin this option the cross sections for partiale
emission are calculated but the gammi-ray spectra and level ro-
pulations in the CS -»re deformed. The second option allows •''or
primary radiative transitions froc the capturing state o1" the CI?
only and greatly reduces the computation time. It provides arrro
ximate radiative capture crosE sections and exact primary ^5r*>
ray spectrum. The third possibility allows one to elimimte the
gamma transitions fror. consideration. This option is eup^ested
at the first staa;e of reaction involving multi-particle emission.
The capture cross section is ne.^li^ible in such cases.

If the v.-idth fluctuation effects, in the decay of the cartu-
rin^ states, sre important, PLUC=O, the cross sections at the
first staçe â *e calculated accordin- to the HRTlV sprroach ZPl
Ce^. (7b-c)). The ixeration scheme C^)-C'?) is continue? ur.til
the accuracy z* d.'~- is achived.



The final poT>ul-tion o*" discrete levels in the C"7 preceded
by the particle and .'sT/na-ray spectra sre printed at the end o*1

the !Ist sta.rçe of reaction.
In the case of a reaction involvirr- multi-p;rticle emission

(E>0, AD^O in card Ko 39) new tables of transmission coeffi-
cients and level densities are calculated reseatedIy at each
stage and all information pertainir.^ the residual nucleus at
the sta^e under consideration ~erl ces in the memory the infrr-
!REtion concerning the rrecedin-- st.^e of the rrocess. The ap-
propriate local file is filled, sorted and sucked ur to r;ive
the populatirr. of the continuum ar.d discrete levels of the nuc-
leus of interest. Its decay ie calculated in a way analogous to
that described above. Such crocedure is repeated until the list
of subsequently emitted r-articles is exhausted.

3-1 Restrictions on the complexity o*" the computational

problem

F.rticles considered ir. the rro-̂ rar: are neutrons, prot-r.s
and alphsc. In vddition deuterons in the entrance channel ar.d
garnis in the exit channels are included. The PE emission does
not allow ""or alph* particles.

The maximum energy and nuraber o^ subsequently emitted r"=r-
ticles are not restricted in the code but the energy discreti-
zation of the continuum is confined to ^ 20 bins, v/hich puts a
limit on the accuracy of the integration crocedure.

The maximum r.ur.ber of partial -'.aves considered in the e?lou-
lation is 30. Only S1, !.I1 and S2 ~-:zxi :-transitions are alloed
to contribute to the F;am'T;-- cascade. Up to 50 discrete level?
'or each nucleus taker, into account can be used. In the ^5!3T:-
decay of these levels up to H transitions depcpulati?:^ each
level'7.i^ht be concerned.

The running time depends strongly en the composite nucleus
excitation energy, the energy integration step, the number z~"
involved channels, o^rtiil -"aVes and reaction stages. *; typical
rur.nin-, tir.e fcr a (n,2r.) reaction, it an enerry ecu^l "/, I.:eï
and fcr integration step ev-isl " r.IeV, involving "4 r~rti3l :-•.-
ves and all allowed ccT.petitions, is about ID r;in on a Z~"*z~£?. "3
corrputer.

4. Cor.rarisrr. of calculations vith exparir-ental dat°.

Ir, 1^Pr •••?. internaticr.'-.i e-'̂ rrt has been undertaken t ? CT~-
r^re stîtict-îcal nuclear reaction models and c^des th~-t i^lcu-
late reaction cross sections, eT.issiori spectra and in'ula*
d'.stri but ions, -vith -ccount for both.the evaporation fr-"ir. the
CIT -ind the Tl err.issisn. These r.odels are '.'.'idely used in crof"
sectior. evaluations for technolc^ical 't'.rrlications, ir. the
rrnjsotile ene*\r;y ir.tervil '"irr. 0.5 i:eV to 30 !-.1IeV, v.hich 's
âls? :*" r-irticul-1** ir.tê est "o^ testing nuclear rirdels bee;
the ve-i?ti?r. necr.ar.iRr. chïnres *.n this rer*irr.. Usually the
ter.?cticri "pr.ears rreior.in sntly compound just above the re^
tion threshold =.nd ch-r^es with increasing energy tc rrei"1"

theT"v ;•.*': r.-":ve c" r.t ri". u tec to the iritc^o^Xra^ison exe'-cipo

use

** mm
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e-: in t i t l e I .

T-nie I. ?.??:tributior.s tr, r.ode' and code

Code r.ar.e Contribution/Laboratory

V. Uhl/II-K+

Reference
[34]

H-USZH- C.?. r r;r~, A. Si HbVTRM
H. " r u r r e l ï a r ,
H.--.J. Vm de- K ^ F / 2 C "

C.v. ?u/ORL
I". He^Ti*!n/I3J

[363

[37J

These codes d i s s i ^ i e d accoi*3f r.~ to " e J . Î  3] "s cl^ss *. r-'y^Ki
*re t i r e s-T.CUT.Ir.=; -r'!: ^e^ui^e l^r~e cc^puter memory. '11 bu*
ZI-"PIRE uî?e "Dr c i l cu l t ien o^ the 77, erâssion the excit-T r.?'!?!,
which tr-e-its =lsc the eT-ission of alph^ r ^ r t i c l e s .

rhe overall resul t? 0s" the c^rr.rut-tions i re ";uite crns: stent
for the neutr^r. sc<îtterin~ re^'îtior.s (n,n^ =nd C".?n). th:• i~h
deviations eiiict bet'.veer. par t icular calcul ->tî ons 5rd/-r ex re "5 -
nsntF i t "Ic. r.r.'; hi:~h ener-^y er.ns ^f the neutron srectr-;. •*":.":.
3 . These deviations «re rei^te^ to the er.er.~y r.rii s ize, r - i r i r r
~r.f..y"7 sh i f t s , :e~rr:etry effects 3nr] effects due to excit-.iti-*^. ?n

individu-=: 1 excite1; l eve l s . The ""-DH rr.oàel seeriE to T.^FM best the
de^icier.cy o" r.o* -cc?UMtin~, by =11 the tr.*>delE, ^ov the col lec-
t ive excit ^t i**r:F ^t Io energies.

TCT the rruoh envier Cn, r ) -:.r.d ("n.Qi) reaction cross sect:.rr;p
lir~e devî :ti™"£ were est 'bliEher]. Xn this c'sse there 1? r.r s* ~-

i''"'"*•&•"€r.oe b°t "eet: the "^es'-ilt r~ o^ the trî^re çr^rhlsticî —

foTTJI arid E51C- sir.rle '^rtr/jlatinne 0"̂  the exciton r:o-el.
The E*PI?.E c?^e i s r3r t icular l? ' FUJ t-.ble for ccr.plete ^ut.-

evsluïtior.s l ike the nhe in fi-^. Ç. "^- the neutron induce- rc.-
a^tions ?r ^-I.'c. Cuch c."»rr.rlete analyses ?.?.n ce crarried cut '••>•
derer^irr--, or. • hethsr the r>r-ject?.ve i s t--; ;bt-.in a ^o od ^i t t -•
--. chcof?er. d'it?. net r3#3.-'C3 see also ' i ~ s . 7 -nd c , or -/hethe-'
i t i s t ;• describe •» •"ide-r-n-e of dati .vith the lenst nuT.be" or

r^r'STr.eters. The l a t t e r . --lob?.l r-r-îrieteriz-tion method, is o*"te:i
used in neutron d=t" ev i lu- t i^n , though i t usually f a i l s In pro-
viding !de~u?te det?..ils. l ike e.r;. cross sections for sequences
Q? t '-r^et isotopes, fir,. 9.

The a r r l i c r t i s r : o" the I.1EC r.odel has been extended to the
= r s ^ . -here r.e rcry expect th i s reaction riechanier. to c'r.t^ibu-
te ci.^nific^r.tly, r.-r.eIy to the (n,2n) reaction , • hirh invol-
ve r; the s r r t r i r t c*" the neutron émission spect^ur; ?.r.d therefore
îkould not be affected t? -renter- extent by sirrrler rrooesses.
e.--. by the s t a t i s t i c a l "BI: reac t ions . The c i r ly calcul"ticr.s



c-f" the ^To(n.2n). '-̂ NbCr, r) -r.d '* Ta(n,2n.> reaction cro^s sec-
tions î.2^1 "ere very encoure-Tinr;, fi.^s. 1O a.n1 11. The rr.ire ad-
vanced calculations uein- "?>rT.ul-.e (56) to (75) or the overl-r
intégrale with the wave functions cene^ated in a harmonic osci-
llato1" potential Zi 2 have shown that the resuite are not yet
•fully satisfactory, as sho-n in fie;. 12. The VSC model in F'PIF"
h = s the tendency to rrovide a ?S srectrurr. of enitter? nucleonr.
which is softer than thit of the "DH model. It displays toe '<?-
high energy nucléons and too rrrny in the intermediate sr-setr".!
energy region, providing simultaneously too hiph FE yield.

The main task in conducting =ny o* such calculation is a con-
sistent r^raT.eteriz^tion of Ci) the optical model potentials.
Cii) the level and state densities and Ciii) the radiative stre-
ngth functions. ST'PIHS o'ferE a -vide choice of optical noten-
tisls, is described in sect. 2.1.4, "nd the level densities have
been carefully ivrimeterized in re's. C2.13J. The radiative
strength function *ov the 1O?. -re available, e.s> frr-tr re^. L' 1J*

6. Conclusions

The code ET.CFIRE is apt to calculate a variety of cross sec-
tions for ar. evaporation sequence from a CN . The âr.rr.a-ray cas-
cades are treated in rarest detail. The inclusion of the ?S decay
in the first step processes, for which the CTT concert is not
adequate enough, validate the calculations of particle emission
spectra especially for heavier target nuclides. nevertheless
there remain cross sections of soaie practical importance, -.'/hich
can not be reliably evaluated -.vith use of SKFIRE. SoT<e of the
constraints have been "nentioned in the 1s* section. Other like
the excitation of lew lyir.r, ccllective states ie not included
in the. e:-:istir..~ versions s* the FE models and has to Ie calcula-
ted v.-ith use of direct reaction theories. The radiative carture
of nucléons at higher incident energies is '-veil described by the
setrddirect rrechanisrr.,. involving the excitation o* the ".D'i, -.vhich
is also not contained in the formalism described. This influen-
ces the hi/sh energy rsrt of the âT:'iia-ray production cress sec-
tions at hî fc incident er.ê .̂ y. Still the code has prove- well
in describing the main body of the fast neutron induced reac-
tions, lov/ energy neutron and prctcn capture, as well as the
accoT:p-.nyintr îîamT.a-r̂ y production cross sections.
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Fir;. 1 Schematic presentation of the (n,2n)

reaction. The fyimrm cascades and neutron emi-

ssion spectra -jre shown. The neutron binding

energies in the compound nucleus T3cr. ind in the:

tirj'ot Pipn •= ro indLmte-l. Other particle clrinne*..

lenrlin.", to (JiTerent nuclei -*re omitted.

( n 2 n î
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Fir;. 2 Comr^rison between the calculated and the messu-
red neutrcn spectra 'rsa the reaction ?*iJb + n -;t 25.7
KeV. The dashed line v/as obt-.ine5 froT EI.'.FIRE =nd the
solid one from GNASH.



P i - . 4 The f lo" disp;ram of the EKPIR3 co3e.
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Fi?;. 5 Coar'-.riscn o^ the totsl neutron emission spectra =t
là.6 :.;e7, calcul"tea v.-ith use O^ ZMPIRE Cdashed lihe^ and :IM
(solid line), rith exrri-aer.ts: closed circles - Technical 'Jn
vers'.ty Lrerier., crosses - Osaka University ?.nd rpen circles
Cbnir.sk ^ = ta.
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?ig. S Crsss sections for -fget neutron induced re^cti?n
or/??-:.:o c«îlcul=ted -.vith use o* EIiFIHS «ccordin~ to the
Hrrase^-reshcsch nnd the r.eor.etry dependent hybrii models
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2.0

MeV
71". '' Cr-r.r?.risr!ri c0 neutron c^rture crass sec-
iions caleuUter., it'Ah (K?.~'.Y) -and v/ithout (H?)
accourt in- for the v.-idth fluctuations, -rith ex-
perisentsl data obtained by the author. The ar-
rov:s indicate rositions of the excited levels om"
the ts^-et nuclei.
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Ji^. i CT.r'rison c ' cross sections c'ilcul'îte'î ""or tht

(r,p) reaction or. -olytdenup. isotopes with experiments:

open circles - cessu^eT.erts o* the author =nd crosses -

data neasured in the INCh at Jfllich.
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for the

Cs, t>) reaction or. zirconium isotopes with experiments:

oren circles - -îsta co^pilsrî ^roz: the Iisndbook or: ITucleir

.-.ctivition, IAE'- Technical Report Series 2c I = S, Vienna

"97'-, r . "7, crosses - me ̂  sure tie r.t s c^ the author.
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Pi?:.«?. 1 0 - 1 1 Tot?l neutron spectrum for the "1Ta +

reaction -̂ t *4.5 îs'eV and the excitation curve -for the

Ta(n,2n) Ta reaction (below) as calculated -.vith

3;'PIHE*s multi-step compound option for the rre-erui-

libriuT émission ('solid l ines ) . The dashed lines cor-

respond to the decay of the compound nucleus only. ~r?

3et<iils see réf. C29J.
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NEUTRON ENERGY - MeV

Fi-. "2 C*T.nrieon of calculated CHF plus TISC.)
neutron spectrum vith the symmetric rortion of
the an.̂ ul T distributions C horizontal bars)
leisured for the 93-Nb + n reaction :t 14.6 !.'eV
(Cŝ k'i University ista) . Solid line is with
Ericscn state densities and harmonic oscillator
.vave functions. Wished line sho--s the effect o-*"
courà ccr.^idurations.
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